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JOB OFFER 

Full-time Software Engineer (Full-Stack)   
 
The Company 
 
Kin Technology is a healthcare startup based in Hong Kong with a vision to resolve the pain points of 
household medication management for both the patients and caregivers. We were selected as one of the 
top 12 HK startups at JUMPSTARTER 2019 and our design has received the Gold Award by HKSDA in 
2019.  
 
Kin Technology is one of the iDendron companies at HKU since 2018 and recently joined the HKSTP 
incu-tech family.  We're a team of pharmacists, product designers and engineers that believe in self-
learning and self-motivation and are looking for talented and driven individuals to join the team even if 
they don’t have a lot of work experience in the industry. 
 
The Solution 
 
Over the last two years, we’ve worked painstakingly to build an automatic medication sorting and 
dispensing device to be used in patient’s homes and hospitals. We’re currently working on building an 
online platform that allows remote monitoring and management by caregivers and hospitals.  
 
As the demand for home care is outgrowing the workforce, automation and IoT application in this industry 
are inevitable, and our startup is pushing this wave forward through our innovative solution.  
 
Primary Responsibilities 
 
1. Play an integral role in designing, developing, testing & maintaining both the front & back end of our 

web-app, mobile app and OTA connections with the hardware 
2. Working in a scrum-based project management environment and helping the team in building feature 

backlogs, planning sprints, scrum meetings etc. 
3. Thinking and working independently and providing innovative solutions for tough engineering 

challenges. 
4. Software rationalisation with business development requirements, which will give you the opportunity 

to sharpen your product development skills while gaining experience in business management. 
	

Skill Requirements 
 
1. Obtained a Bachelor or Master degree in the related field from a local university in HK (required) 
2. Fluent in one of the following languages: English / Cantonese / Mandarin (preferred) 
3. Prior experience in any of the following would be a huge plus: a good understanding of Javascript and 

ES6 features, any modern backend framework like Node.js, Ruby on Rails, Django, Flask etc, any SPA 
framework like React.js / Vue.js / Angular.js etc , cloud platforms like AWS, GCP, Digital Ocean etc 


